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Mission Statement
We strive to act as a watchdog of those instituting policy that affects students and
their surrounding communities.We are a newspaper for students, by students. Our
goals are honesty, accuracy and originality in reporting. We will hold ourselves
accountable for errors in our reporting.We invite all readers to participate.
Be a part of it.

This is your newspaper.

Advertising

Contact Us
Send Letters to the Editor, guest columns,
story ideas, press releases, general

For advertising rates or to reserve ad
space, contact the Lumberjack Advertising
_ Department at:

opinions, and corrections to:

Office: 707.826.3259 | Fax: 707.826.592|
E-mail: LIN Pads@humboldt.edu

Office: 707.826.3271 | Fax: 707.826.592|
Calendar: lumberjack.calendar@gmail.com
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The Lumberjack is printed on
The Lumberjack is a member of the California College Media Association.
recycled paper and published Wednesdays during the school year. Questions regarding editorial content
of the Lumberjack should be directed toward its Editor. Opinions expressed by guest columnists are
not necessarily those of HSU. Advertising material is published for informational purposes and is not
constructed as an expressed or implied endorsement or verification of such commercial ventures
by the Lumberjack, Associated Students, or HSU. The views and content of the Lumberjack are those
of the author and not necessarily HSU. One copy of the Lumberjack is provided free of charge to all
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Corrections for the 2/4 Issue
Charles L. Ciancio’s name was misspelled.
Chancellor Charles B. Reed’s first name was not mentioned in the story.
If you find any corrections please contact us.
Office:

707.826.3271
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The last supper
Hot meals come to an end at the Endeavor
Elizabeth Sorrell
Staff Writer

Lori O’Brion, Karen Sargent and Rose Schmitt share a few laughs over the last hot meal.
“1 don’t want to have to look at a child’s face and tell them | can’t feed you,” said O’Brion.| Elizabeth Sorrell

Dn

Our last supper. Those were the words written on the white board in the Arcata Endeavor’s
dining area this past Friday. Feb. 6, marked the
end of the afternoon hot meal service, which
was offered for the past nine years at the
Endeavor’s current location.
John Shelter, 50, the executive director
of the Endeavor, said the city doesn’t understand the importance of food. “Food is our only
means of payment to our volunteer,” he said.
These volunteers are out at major Arcata
events recycling and picking up garbage. They
do projects to better the community and gain
skills to lead better lives. But Shelter worries if
there is no hot meal program the Endeavor will
suffer because there will be no volunteers.
“We feed the people that go out to work at
three in the afternoon,” said Shelter. “If they

bry.

aren’t getting fed, it cripples the system. How
can we expect them to volunteer and then turn
around and say that we have nothing to give
them?”
Joseph Zazo, donation coordinator and van
driver, is part of the Endeavor family. He delivers boxes of food to those who are unable to
make it to the Endeavor. Zazo started working
at the Endeavor a little over seven years ago,

about the time when the Endeavor stopped city for the loss of the hot meals. “It isn’t
serving hot meals five days a week and went the city council that I put any blame. It is
the city staff that shut down the program,”
down to three.
“The system that John [Shelter] has now, he said.
Though there was laughter and smilor had anyway, was good,” said Zazo. “The
previous bosses, their hearts were in the right ing faces amongst those dining in the
Endeavor, there are still a lot of unanplace, but there wasn’t a lot of accountability.
Not like now.” For those traveling through swered questions.
t
Bu
ys
the area, tC)
s
problem
provide
must

two

hours

of

volunteer work

to have a meal.
Johnny
Napier, 44, a
social services

major interns at
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I still believe that the
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potential.
99

-Johnny Napier Endeavor intern

the Endeavor,
and continues
to volunteer after seeing firsthand how important the services are. The Endeavor was
the first thing that Napier saw when he got
off the bus from East Los Angeles.
“This is a different place. I knew that this
area had potential. But I guess the city council doesn’t see it the same way,” said Napier.
But Shelter adds that he cannot blame the

the

Endeavor.

Endeavor

The city
Arcata
of
decided
not to ex-

a

ke

Endeavor’s
in
lease
November of 2007. A stalemate agreement
during a city council meeting last March
left the Endeavor without a new location.
Then concerns from residents shot down

the proposal for the Endeavor’s next location on St. Louis road, off of L.K. Wood
Boulevard.
The Endeavor threatened to sue the

city if not given adequate time to find a new
location in accordance with the American
Disability Association. The suit was later
dropped and the Endeavor got a lease on transitional housing to start construction at 250 E
Street.
For now, the Endeavor tells people about
the end of the hot meal program. Food service
supervisor Lori O’Brion, 49, held back a little
as she dined with administrative assistant Rose
Schmitt, 73, and case manager Karen Sargent,
45. “I can’t even put into words what I feel,”
said O’Brion. “I can’t give families with children food. I have to look at those little faces
and say I can’t feed you. It is heartbreaking.”
Saragent, also a recent social work graduate of HSU, held back tears. “It’s sad. But I
feel good to know that we have helped get
people back on their feet, that we have turned
lives around.”
The future of the Endeavor and its programs are still up in the air. But those that are
apart of the Endeavor are still hopeful.
“This is a family,” said Napier. “I still
believe that the promise of the Endeavor has
potential.”

Elizabeth Sorrell may be contacted at:
thejack@humboldt.edu
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One of the most critically acclaimed
and best-selling independent
hip-hop artists of this era
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enough to make your head explode
and who would have imagined that
a Pixar movie would be capable
of this? These confusing words,
who for some may seem like another lanuage, were used by Senior
Scientist Tony DeRose of Pixar at
the 53rd Kieval Lecture: “Math in
the Movies.”
LolaAlto, who was taking notes
for her daughter with an interest
in computer graphics, may have
been confused but said it is exciting the university can bring quality
speakers to campus. “It gives our
(Humboldt State University) students a chance to see what is possible for their career.”
DeRose was involved in nearly
every Pixar film, but is most wellknown for his major contribution
to Pixar’s “Geri’s Game, A Bug’s
Life, and Monsters Inc.”He holds
a Ph.D. in computer science from
UC Berkley and received his B.S.
in Physics from UC Davis.
An Academy Award winner,
DeRose discussed what earned him
the award for his implementation of
subdivision surfaces. Subdivision
software is what makes the computer graphics in films like “Toy
Story 2” and “Finding Nemo”
so smooth, instead of the blocky
models used in earlier films like
the first “Toy Story.”
During a lecture on wavelets
and

its applications

to

imaging,

DeRose explained how wavelets
enable the user to compress infor-

Thursday,

April 9th

mation by cutting out unnecessary
details. In effect, less memory is
used and not much detail is sacrificed for the sake of space. The
ability to use wavelets to compress
images without losing much detail
in the process, can be applied to
nearly all forms of communication,
shortening the time to send large
files
The idea of subdivision surface all comes down to dividing
polyhedrons...think the surface of
a soccer ball; with enough divided
averaging, you smooth out what
would be blocky into something
spherical (truncated icosahedron/

Scaling functions, algorithms,

Soccer Ball).

Dr. Jeffrey Haag with the
Department of Mathematics entertained the idea during an interview
clarifying wavelets theory that the
application of math in computer
graphics, applied mathematics,
“The
(computer) animation is not unlike

the space industry.”
Referring to the narrow focus
of the NASA space program, Dr.
Haag ended by reflecting on the
technological advancements that
came along with NASA. He said
the technology that NASA brought
to society, ranges from Teflon in the
kitchen to CAT Scans in the hospital. It is just a matter of time until
someone figures out how to do it.
tic

Mark Farias may
.

be contacted

at: thejack@humboldt.edu
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Solo sex brings
health benefits
Erin Delsigne
Staff Writer
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From self-fulfillment to a healthier life, masterbation can give you well-being through self pleasuring.
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peers can increase the anxiety.
making for a healthier prostate,”
In the past, a female who took
Psychiatrist, Dr. Irving Tessler,
she
said.
pleasure into her own hands was
There are many benefits of MD says,”Many teenagers feel nerconsidered at risk for hysteria, losvous or unsure about their develsolo sex on the female body
ing vaginal fluid, jaundice, epilepoping bodies and sexual feelings.
“Masturbation helps build a womtic fits and other negative health
With adults, some people believe
an’s resistance to yeast infections,
conditions.
that
masturbation is only appropricombats _ pre-menstrual
tension,
Of equal concern, self-pleasure
ate for those without partners, but
relieves painful menstruation by
was thought to send her down the
most people with regular partners
increasing blood flow to the pelvic
road to sodomy as well. Male mascontinue to masturbate throughout
region, and can possibly relieve
turbation was said to lead to disease
their adult life.”
chronic back pain and increasing
or disorder with the loss of semen.
HSU
Geography
Senior
Raised
in
a_
strong A
Eg
rE]
Julie
Rynes
said,
“I
feel
like
Christian household, John
66
The first time I was
there is a deep level of my subFornes, an undeclared freshcaught
masturbating
by
conscious that I never was able
man, said, “The first time |
my
mother,
she
told
me
to
reach before masturbation,
was caught masturbating by
if | did ‘it’ again, ‘it’ was
because another person was almy mother she told me if |
going
to
fall
of.
9
9
ways the catalyst for my sexual
did ‘it’ again ‘it’ was going to
pleasure.”
fall off.”
-John Fornes undeclared freshman —
There is much controversy
Debbie Hartridge, educaover the subject of sexuality
tion director of the Six Rivers
and
the expression of it. It is not,
her
threshold
for
pain,”
Hartridge
Planned Parenthood, pointed out
however, necessary to have sex in
said.
that not only are these concerns unorder to express sexuality.
The National Health and Social
warranted, there are some positive
Junior Communications maLife
Survey
for
2007
confirmed
effects of self-fulfillment. “Some
jor Giordana Rock said, “Sexual
that 48-95 percent of people masof the known health benefits of
expression and femininity is an
turbate.
masturbation include stress reducimportant aspect of individual exThere are many myths behind
tion and enhanced immune system
masturbation, and the advent of pression. How are you able to be
function,” she said.
comfortable with other people in a
the web helps many of these myths
But the health benefits between
sexual manner, if you can’t be comspread and gain followers who bemen and women are different.
fortable with yourself in a sexual
lieve them to be true. Mixed mes“Masturbation may help a man by
manner?”
sages and misinformation about
improving his immune system’s
from parents and
masturbation
functioning, and building his resistance to prostate gland

infection,

Erin Delsigne may be
contacted at: thejack@
humboldt.edu
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What a tangled web of
myths we weave when

trying not to conceive
Condom myths debunked
Erin Delsigne
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Go to www.humboldt.edu/~career and log onto “Springboard”
and select “Career Events” for an up-to-date participant’s list.
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“How to Work Career Expo” Workshop

Tuesday, February 10, 5:30pm to 6:30pm, NHE 113
Tuesday, February 17, 4:00pm to 5:00pm, NHE 113

Learn to impress employers with your “60 Second Commercial’, learn how

to dress for success, put together a winning resume, and more!
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Events and History

HSU Career Center
Nelson Hall West, Room 130
707-826-3341
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guy last longer before he ejaculates. “Your potential with raised dots, the ribbed High Sensation and the
enjoyment is all a matter of preference and com- Her Sensation. These Durex Condoms ensure that
both the male and female partner receive maximum §ee Condoms,
munication.”
page 7
Adventurous individuals might want to try a pleasure from the act of sex itself.
Myth #2: HIV can pass through the condom.
variety of condoms with different textures. Durex
False: When someone says the HIV virus is
Condoms offers the Intense Sensation product line

RE

Surplus condoms are given away for free to HSU students in the HSU Health Services lobby. | Erin Delsigne

SSP

It is one of the most successful male contraceptives but is dogged with a string of strange myths.
Debunking common myths about condoms, can lead
to safer sex when the condom is used correctly.
Myth #1: Condoms are uncomfortable and decrease my sexual pleasure.
False: As the Trojan slogan says, “Pleasure you
want. Protection you trust.”
HSU Senior Marisa Castaneda says, “If any guy
that tells you a condom is a no-no because using one
doesn’t feel good, obviously isn’t worth it.”
Condoms come in many different colors and flavors, and with a little imagination they can enhance a
sexual experience.
Sex expert Sexy Sue said condoms can also help a

TOE

Staff Writer
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Condoms:
continued
from previous
page
af

Sat

g you need
to blow glass:
s- Torches - Tools - Kilns

A large bowl of condoms is set in the lobby at the HSU Student Health Office. | Erin Delsigne

small enough to pass through the condom,

feel

free to negate them.
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Te

Francisco Gomez, MD, the assistant professor to the division of infectious diseases at the
University of Cincinnati said, “Before putting
condoms out in the market, both the manufacturers and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
periodically tests samples to ensure that they remain intact and impenetrable by any virus.”
Myth #3: Condoms frequently break
False: Some question the quality of latex
condoms. Condoms are classified as medical devices and are regulated by the Food and Drug
Administration.
“Every latex condom manufactured in the
United States is tested for defects before it is packaged,” said Gomez. “During the manufacturing
process condoms are double-dipped in latex and
undergo stringent quality control procedures.”
Several studies clearly show that condombreakage rates are less than 2 percent in the United
States.
Most of the breakage is likely due to incorrect usage rather than poor condom quality.Using
oil-based lubricants can weaken latex, causing the
condom to break. In addition, condoms can weaken when exposed to heat or sunlight, or by age.
They can also be torn by teeth or fingernails.
Myth #4: Condoms are 98 percent effective
every time.

False: When used correctly and consistently
every single time, condoms are about 98 percent
preventive against pregnancy.
However, the
Center for Disease Control (CDC) says the “effectiveness rate for first-year condom users is
about 86 percent, because only an estimated 3
percent of these users use condoms correctly and
consistently during that time.”
Myth #5: All kinds of condoms do the same
job.

False: Novelty condoms, like glow in the
dark, colored, or flavored condoms do not generally offer protection against pregnancy or STDs.
The only way to make sure is to read the label.
On campus, condoms are free in the Health
Center for students to pick up during open business hours. Students living in the dorms can ask
their Living Group Advisor for free condoms.
Every Thursday 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. on the mezzanine
level of the J, Planned Parenthood gives away
bags of condoms to students seeking contraceptives. Condoms are also available in drugstores,
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‘All I know is that you should wrap it before
you tap it,” Marisa Castaneda
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1:07 A.M., 2-7 - 2009
UPD was called to the Redwood and Sunset Quad to deal
with a crowd of rowdy people, probably intoxicated. One
student was cited for possession of Marijuana.

2:14 A.M., 2 - 7 - 2009

BS

| ca ne rane Ce
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sign.

6 AM to Midnight
On the Plaza 744 9th Street
§22-3731 Phone Orders Welcome
www,.theatli

bi

Trailer Park Mondays

ma
Two For Tuesday
8am
to 2pm

Hamburgers, Hot Dogs,

Buy 1 Get 1 1/2 Price

font

Hush Puppies, Corn Dogs,
Hot Wings, Deep Fried Dill Pickles,
Bud in the Cons Jello Shots
Oly Specials

in MAtchnihe

$30 Dinner Special
2 Dinner Entrees

|

1 Appetizer

Poaha Luau Thursdays

Irish Pub Wednesdays

Corned Beef & Hash,
Lamb Chops, Halibut n’ Chips,

Aloha Chicken Wings, Maui Ahi Poke,
Coconut Shrimp, Macadamia Nut
Holibut, Teriyaki Ginger Tofu, Chicken

Steamer Mussels, Cheese Fries,
Irish Flag Shots, Guiness,

Katsu, Blue Hawaiian, Mai Tois

50¢ of lrish Whiskeys
na

Upcoming Shows FRaaiy
MIMO
MOLLN

Coming Soon

TRL
TMT
SONATA aa,
MTC IM CU RCM COR UICLC
een
Good Neighbor Policy (punk rock from Santa Cruz)
Sassy (two-girl garage rock from San Francisco)
Tater Famine (folk punk from Santa Cruz)
The Freeks (psych rock. from Los Angeles)
Power of County (outlaw country from Portland)

@ 10:30 $5

2:27 A.M., 2 - 7 - 8009
A false alarm went off at the Giant Cupboard. Probably just
a ghost with the munchies.
12:29 A.M., 2-8-2009
UPD cited yet another bicyclist for not stopping at a stop

Serving Breakfast, Lunch, & Dinner

°

Several hours later, in the same place, another student
was cited for possession of Marijuana.

3:40 A.M., 2-8-2009
UPD received a noise complaint from the Redwood &
Sunset quad. When they arrived, there was not a sound
to be heard. When they left, it was as quiet as when they
arrived.
7:21 A.M., 2-9-2009
UPD was called about a noise complaint in the wooded area
above the new gym. Officers did not see or hear anything
worth complaining about.

SCI

4:09 P.M., 2-9 - 2009
A car alarm went off in the intersection of Harpst and B st.
The alarm, after annoying large numbers of people, none of
whom were trying to steal the car, reset itself.

:
.

5:01 P.M., 2 - 9 - 2009
A bicyclist was given a warning for not stopping at a stop

f

sign.

|

5:40 P.M., 2-9-2009

|

ide

Another bicyclist was given a warning for not stopping at a
stop sign.
ini

10:57 .P.M., 2-9 - 2009
UPD was called to Willow hall to deal with a noise
complaint. All was quiet when they arrived.

11:23 PM. 2-9-2009
A suspicious person was reported at the Library. Officers
were unable to locate this person.
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Better screening leads to increase
in chlamydia rates
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We Can Help
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Humboldt Back & Neck
_ Pain Center
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Drs. Mark & Martha Henry

i

Chiropractors
Traditional and Low Force Techniques

1781 Central Avenue McKinleyville, CA

839-6300
Erin Delsigne
Staff Writer

Reported chlamydia cases are
on the rise, after years of somewhat constant sexually transmitted
disease (STD)
County.

rates in Humboldt

Marla Joy, medical outreach
coordinator for Six Rivers Planned
Parenthood, says the increase in
chlamydia, a symptomless infection that can lead to infertility in
women, is “likely because of better screening.”
Joy says Planned Parenthood
screens every woman that comes
in for their annual gynecological
exam. They also give STD exams
when people need them. ‘We alone
have had five positive tests from
Humboldt State this past year. The
more people tested the more posi-

Sonia R. Bautista, DMD Inc.
Arcata Dental Office
Cosmetic Bonding
Wisdom

6&6

“In women, the bacteria

initially infect the cervix
and the urethra (urine canal). Women who have symptoms
might have an abnormal vaginal
discharge or a burning sensation
when urinating when the infection
spreads from the cervix to the fallopian tube,” says Joy.

New Patients
Welcome

An examination table in the HSU Student Health Center.| Erin Delsigne
Nicki Kay from the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC)

said,

“Some

women

still

have no signs or symptoms; others
have lower abdominal pain, lower
back pain, nausea, fever, pain dur-

tive tests we will find, says

Joy”*
Out of the 20 STDs
identified, chlamydia is the
most frequently reported,
with an estimated 3 million
new cases each year in the
United States.

Teeth

Root Canal Treatment
Ultrasonic Cleaning
Mercury Free Fillings
Nitrous Gas-Stereo Sound
Emergency Care

burning and itching around the
opening of the penis, says Joy.
“Pain and swelling in the testicles
are uncommon.”
Complications among men are
rare. Infection sometimes spreads
to the epididymis (the tube
that carries sperm from the
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testies), causing pain, fever

Chiamydia is like
sneezing on someone
sexually.

and in rare cases, sterility.
The
US _ Preventive
Services Task Force and
99

the

CDC

both
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See Chlamydia, page 10
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mend “routine screening
-Marla Joy Six Rivers Planned Parenthood
for chlamydia infection in
all sexually active women,
whether pregnant or not,
ing intercourse, or bleeding be24 years of age or younger and in
tween menstrual periods.”
older women who are at risk of
“Men with signs or symptoms
STDs by new or multiple sexual
partners.”
might have a discharge from their
Even though symptoms of chlapenis or a burning sensation when
mydia are usually mild or absent,
urinating. men might also have
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ventative measures, it’s about find-

ing new ways to spread the message effectively. It’s about how

IF WE DON’T HAVE IT, WE’LL ORDER IT!

Alumni owned and operated
Hours Sun.8-10,

Mon.8-11,

Tue through Thur 8-12, Fri. and Sat. 8-1:30!

Six Rivers Planned Parenthood Outreach
Tuesdays 12:30-3:30pm Student Health Center
Thursdays 5:00-7:00pm in the “J”
Mezzanine Level, go Rooms A&B

College of the edwoods
Student Health Center (PE Buildin <a 11:00 am-1pm

- Chlamydia testing (urine test) )
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at Humboldt State University

« Depo-Provera (the shot)

8:30 6:00 Sa 10 5 © 6001

Street, Suite

that cause

irreversible damage, including infertility, can occur silently before a
woman ever recognizes a problem.
Under-reporting is substantial
because most people with chlamydia are not aware of their infections
and do not seek testing.
“Chlamydia is like sneezing on
someone sexually,” explains Joy.
“The germs are there, but don’t
show the symptoms right away. By
the time most people find out they
are showing symptoms, they could
have spread to other people, making them sick.”
HSU’s Health Educator Mira
Friedman says, “In terms of pre-

THE ARCATA LIQUOR CREW PROMOTES DRINKING RESPONSIBLY

786 9th St Arcata

complications

| ax: 707-875-8971

post haste@humboldit.com
3, Arcata, California 95571

|

page

treated and cured with antibiotics.

about this.”
Increased testing for sexually
transmitted diseases may seem like
an obvious solution to higher in-

A single dose of azithromycin, or a

to get everyone

on the same

fection rates, but researchers, such
as the Kaiser Family Foundation,

say they are wary of this option’s
viability because men and women
do not seek testing with the same
frequency.
“Young women are more likely
to have contact with the health care
system. They are more likely to seek
reproductive health care for an annual gynecologic exam or for birth
control. [But] men do not regularly
seek health care, unless they have a

problem.” ATTRIBUTION
Once you are tested and know
that you have chlamydia, it can be

week of doxycycline are the most
commonly used treatments.
Latex male condoms, when
used consistently and correctly, can
reduce the risk of transmission of
chlamydia.
Friedman says, “Monogamous
relationships, when both partners
were tested before sexual activity,
are the surest way to remain STD
fee,”

Erin Delsigne ma be contacted
humboldt.edu
at: thejack
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Re-routing frustrations
Construction traffic clogs
Mark Farias
Staff Writer
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With construction of the new soccer field and College
Creek Apartments underway, traffic from Harpst Street to
Harpst Street is packed. Cars are lined up practically kissing
bumpers.
But the bottle neck will loosen through a new plan that
will lead cars through the Redwood Manor, a residents hall
for students 21 and up, located off L.K. Wood. The plan will
direct traffic flow from the general lot through the narrow
alleyway which is designated for the Manor residents and
staff.
“] think the air pollution is going to pick up with these
cars, people are already getting sick - it is going to be like
L.A.” said Hemil Patel, 22, a business management major.
The detour stirred up the residents of the Manor during a
Feb. 5, meeting to discuss what they felt was a surprise move
to reroute traffic through their parking lot.
Reassuring the Manor residents that they are being taken into consideration

and

not forgotten,

was

Universities

Project Manager Traci Furdolage, Police Chief Tom Dewey
and Director of Housing John Cappacio.
Furdolage stressed the need for development to stay on
schedule, but also stated that they were working with the
safety of the residents in mind.

The pressure to stay on schedule comes from the HSU’s
inability to sign a contractor by November 2008 but is also
compacted by the construction crews need of supplies.
Dewey and Furdolage said the rerouting is meant to open
the flow of traffic, which would speed up the delivery process and supply the construction crew more readily.
Dewey exaplined that If the Manor alley isn’t opened
traffic could end up causing gridlock on the highway.
“You could get motorists on the freeway stopped,” said
Dewey.

Dewey also informed the Manor residents that they
shouldn’t be concerned with construction traffic, because
there would be separate routes used to transport the supplies.
If negotiations fall through without any further delay of
negotiations, the plans to reroute the traffic can begin as soon
as two weeks after a confirmed safety check.
All measurements in the alley meet the standards for the
two-way flow of traffic, said Furdolage. But Manor residents
are pushing for anything but, as expressed with their raised
hands. The residents of the Manor would like that one feature
to the entrance should be that it will be closed during finals
and commencements.

124

“If they’re going to be lowering our quality of life by
driving hundreds of people through our community, there
should be some equality of reimbursement for what they’re
taking away from us.” Crisler Torrance,24, religious studies
junior.
Mark Farias may

be contacted

at: thejack@humboldt.edu
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The University Police Department
will be conducting a test of the
Campus Emergency Alert System
(meant for ANY emergency) on:

2/13at 10:45 AM

Emergency Cell/Text Message Alert:
A brief text message about the emergency can
be sent to all those who provide HSU with their
personal cell phone number via the WEBREG
SYSTEM (QuickLink on Homepage, call Help
Desk at 4357 if you need assistance).
This
message wil be sent as soon as information is
confirmed and our technology can send it.

Clocktower Bells Universal Alert Signal:
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Abstinence
is another choice

ruf

the

fast

Derek

Lactaoen

and

Sara Wilmot

Calendar Editor and Managing Editor

Sex changes everything. Choosing to have sex is an important decision in
every person's life. Choosing not to have sex, however, is an equally important
decision.
You probably first heard about abstinence when you were in middle school.
They told you it was the only way to truly protect yourself from open genital
sores and oozing puss. Sure, they were right, but they never taught you about
why some couples choose abstinence.
Math Sophomore Darcy Drago said her main motivation for staying
abstinent with her boyfriend Dan Wadsworth is to keep their focus on each
other as individuals. “Ultimately it is me saying, ‘I’m yours. | want to enjoy being
with you without being sexually active,” said Drago.
After dating for only a few weeks, Drago said that the topic came up and
she and Wadsworth talked and set up boundaries for their relationship.
Sociology teaching assistant Dan Davis said there are a number of physical,
mental and emotional factors that contribute to a couple's choice to abstain.
Davis said that there is a distinction between the idea of sex being a
biological tool for fun, and sex being connected to a “deep, emotional and even
spiritual” reality.““A lot of people treat it differently than just a physiological
thing that we use how we want to,” said Davis.
Seeing these different approaches to sex, said Davis, can lead many people
oo S
to wait until marriage so that they can “give themselves over completely,’ an
action that he said can be even sexier than many people can imagine.
“People who stay abstinent until marriage want more out of sex; it is an
integrated unit physically, emotionally and spiritually. It is often the most sexual
experience to wait until marriage,’ said Davis.
But abstinence isn’t just about spirituality. Health benefits include complete
protection from STDs and the prevention of unwanted pregnancies.
Even with these health advantages, some students still find it difficult to
resist the urge. Director of Student Health and Counseling Rebecca Stauffer
said that the stereotypes surrounding college students’ sexuality makes it harder to say
no to sex.“There is so much peer pressure, and media pressure, for not abstaining and it
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I want to enjoy being
with you without being
sexually active.

makes it harder for [students] to make the decision to practice abstinence,” said Stauffer.

The situations surrounding our sexual decisions are different for each person and
couple. They each have to figure out what works for them. Drago said,“| know some people
who can handle [having sex], and that’s great.And | know some couples who have sex and it
kind of overwhelms them.”
Davis said that a “stair-step model” might help.a lot of couples. This model is a symbol
for physical intimacy corresponding to the level of emotional intimacy so when emotinal
intimacy goes to the next level, so does physical intimacy. He encourages couples to talk
about their personal boundaries and related values early in the relationship before putting
themselves into risky situations.
For couples who plan on marrying, abstinence can also provide a greater ability to trust.
Davis said there is no baggage from past sexual relationships and there is no wondering
about past partners for abstinent, virginal couples who marry.““On some level,” said Davis,
“you can trust more.”
In the past, many people saw abstinence as a choice for conservative, religious couples.

- Darcy Drago, Math Sophomore
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But now, many couples, religious and otherwise, pick abstinence based on health and
personal values.
Wadsworth said that religion wasn’t originally his reason for being abstinent. “My older
brother's girlfriend got an abortion when they were in junior high, so | saw the negatives
really early on,” he said. Wadsworth, who didn’t find religion until his late teenage years, saw
abstinence as a way to avoid unwanted pregnancies. Now, after encountering Christianity,
Wadsworth said that his religion is just another reason to abstain.
Stauffer said that it is clear that more people now decide to practice abstinence for
their own health and protection from STDs, not necessarily for a church or organization.
She added that these students are increasingly confident in their choices.
“When people can be confident in their decision, it gives them an advantage to know
s
where they stand through the inevitable pressures,” she said.
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Derek Lactaoen may be contacted at:
thejack@humboldt.edu
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Staff Writer
Eight years ago on the HSU
running track, history was in
the making. Arcata resident
Carlos Jones ran down the track
attempting to run the world’s
fastest mile and make it into the
Guiness Book of World Records.
Unfortunately, he fell over a
bicycle.
You can run into things when
you're running backwards.
Jones doesn’t run forwards
anymore. Fifteen years ago, he
turned around.
A backwards blur of muscle
and black spandex, Jones, 52, is
often spotted running in reverse
around Humboldt County. The
HSU grounds facility worker
clocks in three miles on weekdays
during his hour-long lunch break,
and eight - 10 miles on Saturday
and Sunday.
“It’s my enjoyment,” said
Jones, who runs backwards in all
types of weather and even on

$

with this coupon
expires Feb 21, 2009

Locally Owned and Operated by Proud
HSU Grads from Classes of 1997 & 2000.
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Jones came up with the idea
of running backwards on his own.
The first time he tried it, Jones
got a shocking rush of adrenaline
throughout his body, commonly
referred to as a runner's high. The
rest is history.
“You get adrenaline going and
you're okay with it,’ said Jones.
Jones started running
backwards alone on the HSU
Carlos Jones runs backward on Union Street from the Marsh to HSU Thursday.
track. He traded the constancy
| Erin Delsigne °
of the track for the variety of
other times Arcata. He prefers running in Humboldt
the Arcata city streets when his
County to anywhere else he’s been. Elsewhere, cities
out-of-shape friend, who recently quit smoking, drew
are too crowded with people and traffic. He doesn’t
up routes for Jones so they could go running together.
like places like Las Vegas that, while open, are too flat.
They kept the same pace with Jones running backwards
“It’s not as challenging,’ he said.“‘I like the hills and
while his friend ran forwards.
the tougher courses.”
Now a solitary runner, Jones runs mile after
Fred Miller, a fellow grounds worker, said Jones
backwards mile, glancing over his shoulder at the
often does a combined total of 200 - 300 pull ups and
ground behind him.To stay safe, he doesn’t run on the
push ups on his 10-minute work breaks.
sidewalk and always maps out his routes before he
“He's a fitness nut. That’s what he is,” said Miller.
runs them.
Jones likes to run in some of the local races. The
Sometimes Jones forgets to look.‘‘l get used to a
races
he participates in are the tougher courses in
route and don’t expect anything to be there,” he said.
Oregon, the Avenue of the Giants and the Clam Beach
“Then one day, there’s something there.” So far, he has
race.
never injured himself running backwards.
Currently, Jones is participating in a backwards
Jones said some people don’t like him running
running study with HSU’s Department of Recreation.
in the street. Sometimes people tell him to look out
Dr. Justice Ortega, the study’s author, said the study,
when nothing is behind him.
Jones runs routes in Arcata, Eureka and Trinidad.
See Carlos Jones, page 14
He runs along the 101, sometimes away from Eureka,
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What brand of condoms
he said.

which will end with 10 - 15 subjects, will compare
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Jones encourages anyone who is curious

the metabolic cost of running forwards versus

about running backwards to try it. He said running
backwards has no impact on the knees, and it
is fun. He hears about other people who run
backwards, and expects more people to start in
the near future. Jones said backwards running is
new and experimental in the US, but big in Europe.
New fad or not, people pay attention to Jones
while he runs, and Jones knows he’s popular.
“People are curious why I’m running
backward,” said Jones.‘I tell them it's good for
everyone that wants to do it. They just need to go
backwards.”
Jones is not currently trying to get his name
_ into Guiness, but he is still interested. His best
time since the bike incident was a six-minute
backwards mile. If you see him, he’d appreciate a
wave or a nod.And please, move your bike off the

backwards. Metabolic cost is the amount of
energy the body uses to do a task.To find the
amount of energy it takes to run either forwards
or backwards, the amount of oxygen that is
present in the lab is measured before and after a
participant runs. The difference in oxygen is the
spent energy.
Ortega said that Jones is unique because he
chronically runs backwards. Ortega hypothesizes
that Jones’ body could have adapted itself for
backwards running.
Jones said his first task for the study was to
run a mile on the HSU track, but forwards. Prior
to this, he hadn’t run forwards in 15 years.He said
his muscles hurt afterwards.
Participants learned to run both forwards
and backwards on a treadmill for the study, said
Ortega.To ensure the study's data was valid
and reliable, and for the safety of the runners,
participants ran three practice runs to learn how,

why?
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New year celebration —
brings in the

SPIRIT GUIDE

beauregard detterman
707.442.6829
the alchemy and sacred geometry of
living in mind/body on earth

Ox

spirit

readings
regressions
& transitions
loss of love, money, career, health, or loved one
call... | can help

Year of the Ox
1913, 1925, 1937, 1961, 1973, 1985, 1997, 2009

Those born under ox are born
leaders, dependable, and hard

uitars

workers. They can also be
stubborn and quick tempered.

New & Used
Martin
Taylor
SeaGull
& More

Leigh Lawson
Staff Writer

A large multi-colored Chinese lion guarded
the entrance to keep away evil spirits in the new
year. Guests received chocolate coins to bring
them riches and long noodles for long life.
The event promised good luck to attendees.
Last Saturday, the Asian Pacific American
Student Alliance (APASA) and HSU’s
Multicultural Center hosted a traditional
Chinese New Year’s celebration for the
community at HSU. The Chinese New Year
follows the lunar calendar, and starts with
the first full moon of the year.
Several people celebrated the New
Year's again in Humboldt County by making
origami, getting their fortunes told, and watching a
performance of the Chinese zodiac legend.
2009 is the year of the ox. Based on Chinese
legend, one of |2 animals influences every year, with
the cycle repeating every twelve years. Under this
zodiac, a person’s character is influenced by the
animal they were born under.
Sayoko Wu, a geology major, performed a Taiko
routine, a Japanese martial art performed on drums.
Ellen Chen, from Guangdong, China, learned
calligraphy in her third grade class. Chen, a math
major, got to show others her talent at the event,
inscribing lucky messages in Chinese characters for
those who asked. In ancient China, brushes were
dipped in ink, and many Chinese still continue the art
form as a hobby, Chen said.
Ryan Hong,a fisheries biology major from
Ontario, Calif., said APASA hosted the event to show
Chinese culture to the campus and community.
John Gullam and his family come to the event
every year. His kids are from Vietnam, Korea and
China, so he brings them to learn about and celebrate
Chinese culture.“Here in Humboldt county, we're
kind of starved for culture,” he said.
His daughter, Molly Fitzgerald, 6, had fun coloring

Mexican

Food

1251 9th St., Arcata
(across from the recycling center)

(707) 822-1200
Mon.-Sat. 11 am-5 pm

7th & G, Arcata
an animal mask.
“| did a horse
because | was born
in the year of the
horse,” she said.
Gamma Alpha
Omega, a community
serviced-based sorority,
helped out at the event.
Josephine Villegas, a business
management major from
Los Angeles, is a member
of Gamma Alpha Omega.
“We like this event. It has a fun atmosphere,” she
said, adding that it is important to learn about other
cultures.
At the end of the event, everyone made as much
noise as they could to scare away bad spirits and
bring in the new year.

Leigh Lawson may be contacted at:

thejack@humboldt.edu

(Arcata Auto parking lot)

(707) 496-4165
Mon.-Weds. 5:30-10 pm
Thurs. 5:30 pm-11 pm
Fri.-Sat. 5:30 pm-2 am
Sun. 11 am-9 pm
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Abel Gutierrez breaks into an uphill sprint during his
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long run last Saturday at the Clam Beach Run.

High School students run in a group on the |
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Clam Beach Run.

Closed Sunday
Open 11-9

Clam Beach runners receive aid from Coast Guard
Rescue Swimmers while crossing the Little River.
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Local business
means local dollars
FREDS BODY SHOP
Specializing in Collision Repair
651 Indianola Cutoff
Between Arcata & Eureka
(707) 442-2258
Open from 8am -5:30pm Mon-Fri

Family Owned and operated in
Humboldt County since 1973

North Coast Co-Op is a member of the Humboldt County Independent Business Alliance in
Arcata.| Bryan Thomson

Kayla Gunderson
Staff Writer

Union Labor
Force #1596

I-CAR Certified

In towns and cities across
California big box stores like WalMart and Target dominate local
economies, according to NPR. But

Taqueria
686 F Street, Suite D,

95521

not in Humboldt County and other
small rural towns like Oberlin,
Ohio. They are among the few
places where shopping locally is
held in high esteem. This is why
more than 100 local businesses
formed the Humboldt County
Independent Business Alliance.
Co-coordinator of the Alliance,

Now Open Sundays

Monday - Sunday

9AM - 9PM
Family Atmosphere -

Kaitlin Sopoci-Belknap, said
Democracy Unlimited founded
the Alliance in July 2008 to help
Humboldt County grow and
prosper.
The other co-coordinator for
the alliance, Scott Menzies, said

Dine (n or Carry Out
Breakfast Menu
Chile Relleno
made fresh daily
authentic menudo

Giving 10% off to ASU students with
686 F Street (by Safeway)
826-2572
www.ricostacostaqueria.com

it is a coalition of independent
business owners, citizens and
community organizations united
to support hometown businesses
in Humboldt County. “Our vision
is of an economically vibrant and
culturally unique community,” said
Menzies.
Sopoci-Belknap said, “It is
important to bring local businesses
together and to educate people on
how spending money locally will
strengthen an economy.”
Many local business owners
and community members agree
with Sopoci-Belknap, and that

is why they joined the Alliance,
in effort to spread the word that
shopping locally will ultimately
help the economy grow.
According to Alliance’s
directory, 68 percent of money
spent locally stays in the local
economy, whereas when people
shop at a non-locally owned
business, only 43 percent of the

money stays local.
The-Alliance believes it is
important for people to shop
locally for several reasons. One
major reason is that the more chain
stores pop up, the more “mom and
pop” businesses go under. Local
businesses generally can’t compete
with large chains according to the
American Independent Business
Alliance.
Many people think that
shopping locally is more expensive
and something they can’t afford.
Yet there are a lot of stores in the
Alliance directory that will price
match chain stores.
Junior Kayla Lund said, “I

think shopping locally is easy to
do, especially since Wildberries
and the Co-Op are within walking
distance of almost everyone in
Arcata.”
In less than a year, the Alliance
has hundreds of people involved
in their efforts. “The community

support has been great,” said
Menzies.
The Alliance’s ultimate goal
is not only to focus on shopping
locally, but also to help businesses
focus on sustainability. SopociBelknap said there are many
other chapters in the country that
have that focus, but as of now
the Alliance just isn’t far enough
along as an organization to throw
sustainability into the mix. ““There
are several organizations that we
are talking to in order to help us
in the area of sustainability,” she
added.
Menzies said the very nature
of shopping locally is more
sustainable by default. The carbon
foot print of big box stores is
far larger then those of local
businesses he said.
“Local independent businesses
tend to support other local
businesses and shop locally for
their supplies, which lessons
the amount of traveling and
greenhouse gas emissions,” said
Menzies.

Kayla Gunderson may be contacted at:
thejack@humboldt.edu
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EDITORIAL

No Love without the Glove
It is Valentine’s Day weekend, so
before you put on Marvin Gaye and

HIV screening and counseling free of
charge.

there are some things you should

Take advantage of this
opportunity while you can, for
someday it may be gone.

start flipping through the Kama Sutra,
know.

Whether you're into dudes, girls,
those in-between or both, if you’re
going to do the deed— protect
yourself.

.

The California Department of

Health services recently extended
the waiver renewal deadline for

Family Pact to March 31.
While the centers for Medicare
and Medicaid services are working

to keep this program going, there is
no guarantee that it will continue to

This is not about love
— this is
about personal health. STD’s range

infection before their death.

Don’t become another statistic. If
you have multiple partners, or even

Condoms are the number one
defense against sexually transmitted
diseases. If used correctly they can
go a long way to prevent unwanted

if you are just considering becoming

sexually active, get tested.

pregnancies.

You can take a full panel STD
exam for free at the Health Center
and find out if you qualify for Family
Pact that same day.

With free condoms all over
campus, there is no excuse not to
be safe.

California is the only state to
offer Family Pact, a program aimed

to provide family planning services
for low-income women and men.
This includes broke college

students like us. Eligible individuals
can get birth control pills, STD/

: ARE

YOU SURE THIS IS WHAT THEY MEANT BY SAFE SEX?

Editorial
Location:
Gist Hall Room 227
Humboldt State
University
| Harpst Street
Arcata CA, 95521

Phone: (707) 826-3271

Fax: (707) 826-5921
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More than 50 percent of the total
population is expected to contract a
sexual infection in their lifetime.
Here at HSU, that means close

if left untreated can cause infertility.

Editor-in-chief
Karina Gonzalez

Health Services at Columbia
University recently concluded that 20
to 25 percent of all college students
are currently infected with a sexually
transmitted infection.

to 4,000 students will: get a sexual

from rashes to incurable warts and

Ll

provide benefits after that time.
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Mr. Mayo’s:.trip to Washington

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Define logical

SS CASE

cannot produce more good than bad..."

BeTS RTE

EEE

necessity, and use of natural resources

"The downside of over—regulation"

The Amphiboly states, "Haphazard
natural resources processes are
and the Argumentum ad Hominem

times over nine paragraphs.

(abusive) is thus, "Factual review and

I would hope that Mr. Ciancio's idea

reality finds competition between these
groups to be logically stupid."

of "logical" means something different
than his own use of the word. In the
first four paragraphs alone, there are at
least three invalid arguments: A Straw

order, to create an argument that is easier

My suggestion to Mr. Ciancio is to first
understand what "logical" in the formal
sense means and to apply that new
understanding to future dialog in order
to create arguments that actually stand
the test of validity and soundness. A
valid and sound argument is one where
true premises lead necessarily to the
conclusion, such as, "Socrates is a man.

to attack. Amphiboly uses an ambiguous

All men are mortal. Therefore, Socrates

premise to support the conclusion, The

is mortal."

Man, Amphiboly, and the infamous
Argumentum ad Hominem (abusive).

A Straw Man is accomplished by
distorting an argument or position in

i

put on the word "logical," repeated five

A

effective active management. . . ."

inappropriately being favored over

A=B/B=C//A=B.

Doug Dallam

pou’ requiring its presidents to

e reviewed every three years. It
is now time for the review of Dr.
Rollin Richmond, President of the
Humboldt State University, to be
conducted.
This process is intended to
provide feedback to the Board
of Trustees and the Chancellor

about the leadership of President

Richmond and the current affairs
at Humboldt State. It should also
pies information that will

urther the university's progress and

assist President Richmond in the

leadership of Humboldt State.

As has been the policy and
practice in the past, a number of

approved spending $2000 of our limited public
funds on an unnecessary lobbying junket to
Washington, D.C. for the recently appointed
MCSD Director Dennis Mayo.

For those who are not already familiar with the

I would suggest to Dennis Mayo that instead
of pillaging the public for the $2000 to fund

anti-environmentalist rancher Mayo, he ran
unsuccessfully for a seat on the MCSD in the

his personal pleasure trip to Washington, D.C.
that he consider one of the following tree

three previous elections. But somehow (in a

flagrant disrespect for the voting public) Mayo
was appointed to a vacant seat on the MCSD
last September by his fellow MCSD directors.

options:

1.) Mayo should give the residents of
Mckinleyville their money back and fly to D.C.

Additionally, Mayo is one of the very few
misguided Americans who made a public

on his own dime.

point out of becoming a partisan Republican

2.) If Mayo wants to use his position on the
supposedly nonpartisan MCSD to lobby

Washington politicians for his own right-wing
partisan republican agenda, then he should
be responsible and save Mckinleyville $2000

A review of Humboldt County Republican
Central Committee member Dennis Mayo’s

by simply picking up a phone and calling

many letters to the local newspapers reveals

Washington, D.C. instead.

that his most pressing apparent public concern
over recent years has centered on his poorly
expressed, selfish fears that environmental

3.) Or, perhaps the best option, Mayo should

do everyone a favor by resigning from the

g

its major constituencies, namely,

the Academic Senate, the Alumni
Association, the Associated

Students, and the University

Advisory Board, are being contacted
for their comments with respect
to specific criteria, which are sited
below. A sampling of faculty,

Jake Pickering

should keep

5st

in mind that every

effort ould be made to address
the criteria and that neither

unsigned letters nor pedons will
be accepted. Please do so no later
than March 10, 2009, addressed as
follows:

S27

%

SAAN

AES

SNS

identified by name, and responses
will be treated in confidence to the

extent permitted by law. After the
trustees receive the report, a general

summary will be prepared for
release to the community.

Please keep in mind that this is
intended to be a constructive

process that should benefit the

Dr. Charles B. Reed, Chancellor

is also being invited to

president and the university.

The California State University

comments.

It is CSU policy to inform the
university community of the review
and to allow anyone not selected
on an ex-officio or random basis
to submit comments that respond
to specific criteria. The criteria
are posted at www.calstate.edu/

;

Community Member

the CSU website. Those wishing
to submit confidential letters

administrators/managers, staff and

di vidual
submit indi

MCSD immediately.

driving his pickup truck on our local beaches!

.

the university and the chairs of

community

Excuse me? When did the voters of
Mckinleyville ever ask the MCSD (including
the recently appointed Mayo) to us our public
funds to lobby the federal government for
the weakening of our necessary and popular
environmental safeguards?

If right-wing rancher Mayo wasn’t enough
already, this recently appointed Republican
MCSD Director now insists on using $2000

Community Member

cate

The Board of Trustees CSU has a

Community Services District (MCSD)

regulations might legally prevent him from

Stated formally:

position.

The Mckinleyville Press, the Mckinleyville

administration.

(abusive)

is simply calling the opposition names
or using denigrating verbiage meant to
discredit the opposition's argument or

According to the Jan. 28, 2009 edition of

DURING the disastrous Bush/Cheney

SED

(Lumberjack, 02/04/09). Mr. Cianciao's
conclusion is that we should think more
logically about regulations in general
and about human interactions with
the environment. Much emphasis was

ines
P LE

to Charles L. Ciancio's article

ELI EES

I'd like to take this time to respond

of your money for his own personal junket to
Washington, D.C. so that Mayo can “lobby to
relax environmental review standards.”

Dear Editor:

Mr. Ciancio's Straw Man starts off,
"Thinking like [sic] "humans are bad,
the use of natural resources is not a

Dear Editor:

Argumentum ad Hominem
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401 Golden Shore, Suite 641

With kind regards,

Long Beach, Calif. 90802-4210
The written responses will be
summarized into a confidential
report that will be discussed with

Charles B. Reed
Chancellor CSU

Dr. Richmond. The report will be

presented to the Board of Trustees.
None of the commentators will be
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The Lumb
submissions
datastore/PresCriteria.shtml on

- Submissions must be addressed to
Opinion Editor Rose R. Miller at

rcem28@humboldt.edu

- Include “Attn: Opinion” in the subject line for

e-mail submissions.

- All letters and columns may be edited for grammar

- Please include your name, telephone number, city
of residence, and affiliation with relevant campus or
community organizations.

- We reserve the right to edit profanity and obscenity

- HSU students should provide their major and class
standing.

- New contributors may be given preference over

- We also welcome cartoons, spoof articles, and
items.

- Guest columns may not exceed 750 words.

and spelling.

- To be considered for the next issue, your submission
must be recieved by Friday at 5 p.m.

and may hold content for any reason.

- Letters to the editor may not exceed 350 words.

return contributors.

other

must

be
by

received

4 p.m.

Frida

the
y

preceding
publication.
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First-year transfer leads
with passion and poise
Tyler Collins
Staff Writer
Zac Tiedeman poses for a photo
during a break at practice on
Thursday Feb. | Allyson Riggs

shot. And it’s also nice to know that we have a player
that’s better than many of our opponents’ best.”
been part of his life since he was in diapers... literally.
Fellow guard Ernie Spada agrees with Coach
Picking up a basketball for the first time when he was
Wood. “[Zac] is defiantly the go-to guy. You never
only one year old. Following in the footsteps of his
have to worry about him getting flustered or making
father, who played ball at Santa Rosa Junior College
bad plays. He’s very selfless, a great leader and just
and Sonoma State University, Tiedeman knew he
awesome to be around.”
wanted to play at the college level.
With an overall record of 17-7, Tiedeman accredits
Tiedeman now leads the HSU men’s basketaball
a lot of the team’s success to
team in scoring, steals 24 = — uy
a preseason win against St.
assists.
Cloud State University, the
Initially interested in both
6 6
largest school in Minnesota
basketball and baseball, in
about 20,000 students.
with
[Zac] is defiantly
ninth grade Tiedeman chose
“Getting a big win from
to put all of his focus on
the go-to guy.
a
team
like that early in the
basketball. He started on the
year with a young new team
You never have to
varsity team all four years at
really just showed that we
Montgomery High School
worry about him
could play with anyone, and
in Santa Rosa, Calif.
was defiantly a good boost
or
getting flustered
After an offer to join the
For Junior guard Zac Tiedeman, basketball has

Lumberjacks basketball

team right out of high

Zac Tiedeman breaks toward the basket in the Jacks’
victory over UCSD on Jan. 3! | BryanThomson

making bad plays.
He’s very selfless,
a great leader and
just awesome to be
around.

into the regular season,”

said Tiedman.
Although he feels very
strong about his basketball

school, he decided instead
to attend Santa Rosa like
1.Q. on the court, as of now
his father and brother
he wants to keep getting
had before him. He then
stronger, and move away
transferred to Santa Clara,
from being the scrawny kid
where he played until an
who
gets pushed around,
injury benched him for the
-Ernie Spada
said Tiedman.
last part of the season.
Fellow Guard
Of course Tiedeman is
Tiedeman did not pass up
not just an athlete, but a
a second opportunity to play
student as well, majoring in kinesiology with a goal
for Humboldt State, so he put on the green and gold
to become a high school P.E. teacher and basketball
and joined the team.
coach. Outside of school and being a star basketball
Tiedeman said, “The team-atmosphere is just great
player, Tiedman spends time doing things like playing
and is one of the best teams I’ve ever played on. We
video
games, camping, watching sports and hanging
all on the team say, ‘one heartbeat.’ There’s no egos
out with his teammates.
and really no bumping heads between the players. The
“I just really love it here, and love playing for the
best part is the team comradery.”
Jacks,” said Tiedeman. “If any other school came to
Tiedeman also enjoys playing for his coach. “Coach
me and offered me a scholarship to play with them, I
= Wood is great too, he lets the players play to their
really wouldn’t take.”
strengths and it’s really easy to play hard for him.”
Coach Wood said the staff and team have a sense
Tyler Collins may be contacted at
of confidence when Zac is on the floor. “We all know
thejack@humboldt.edu
that if he is open he can get the ball and make the

18
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Lumberjack Sports
Calender

856 10th Street - Arcata - C4
(707) 826-2739

eRe
Mens
2/13
2/14
2/20
2/21
2/26
2/27

vs.
vs.
at
at
vs.
vs.

Basketball

Women's

Cal State Stanislaus 7:30
Chico St. 7:30
San Bernardino 7:30
Cal Poly Pamona 7:30
CSU Los Angeles 7:30
CSU Dominguez Hills 7:30

Basketball

2/13 vs. Cal State Stanislaus
2/14 vs. Chico State
2/20 at San Bernardino
2/21 at Cal Poly Pamona

5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30

2/26 vs. CSU Los Angeles 5:30
2/27 vs. CSU Dominguez Hills 5:30

EER

mele)

Best Music Venue in Arcata
20 Beers on tap
Pool Table

& FREE WiFi

Biggest TV Screen
Mouthwatering Menu

MUSIC M&sl NiGHTS!

eT

ALL Shows

|

Women's

Softball

i
'

2/13 at Chico State 1:00
2/14 at Chico State 1:00
2/20 vs. Sonoma State 1:00
2/21 vs. Sonoma State

12:00 noon,

2/27 at UC San Diego 1:00

& up

Most Shows aa

;
,

|
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art at LOpm

Open Mic Every Monday @ 8:30
Feb 12 - Compost Mountain Boys

7
_

‘Se

Feb 13 - Moo-Got-2 - samroct

2/28 at UC San Diego | 1:00

e

Feb 14- “for the FUNK of i” valentin party
%e wih DJ KNUTZ & Friends

Feb 15 - TR3 & Tim Reynolds
of Dave Matthews Band/Marcus Eaton Trio

es

Feb 16 - Mighty Diamonds. reogse

Track & Fiel
d
2/14 Ice Breaker Open

10:00 am

2/28 Green & Gold Open 10:00 am

Feb 17 - The Bridge «roc
Feb 20 - Drew Emmitt Band - siuegras:
Feb 21 - Izabella, Ten Mile Tide - roa
Feb 24 - Kool Keith © x. octagon
s.r. Doom
Feb26-Ukesperience
ts
Feb 27 - MONK, Synergy - reggae
Mar 4- Hum Tunes recording with

Speak Easy Saints, Old Dog
Mar 6 - Bump Foundation, Afromassive

Check www.humboldtbrews.com for latest music info.
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Faaguaaee

club goes

Luke Ramseth
Staff Writer

Winston

Saber,

Wh

mountain
discovered
biking when he moved
from
Humboldt
to
New Jersey, said, "It
has grown into a really
motivated
group
of
fun loving individuals.
[We're]

Humboldt Cycling Team President Winston Sauber races past a crowd at th
UC Berkeley Race last November. | Luke Ramseth

open

minded

schools like the University of Nevada, Reno and Cal
Poly, all of which are at least a six-hour-drive south.
Recent

addition

Kelyn

is

planning

on

making the trek to at least a few of those races.
A professional track cyclist, Akuna is an interesting
addition to the low key, previously amateur cycling
team. Akuna is one of the original members of the
club in 2004, but took a two-year hiatus from HSU
to pursue his cycling career. After racing his bike in
Tasmania and New Zealand, and winning a national
championship, he's back to finish up his degree at

and knowledge to his

6 6
we have access to
of the most epic

trails and country roads,
so it makes riding more
enjoyable.

HSU

and offer experience

$A
But
some

Akuna

99

team.
said
Garcia
Akuna's
likes
he
presence. "He offers
a level of experience
and fitness.”
Senior
James
Williams agreed, "Its
good to have that race
experience
on_ the
team. The one thing
that's lacking up here

with
a
competitive
-Team President Winston Sauber
edge."
The team meets up
for rides on the HSU
is experienced racers."
quad, often with a mixed bag of riders with different
But Akuna is quick to point out that he's not here to
abilities and goals for the season. The group decides
disrupt the team's easygoing vibe. "The team is really
the route. Two of the most popular are the mountain
about camaraderie and meeting people," he said. "I
bike ride through the Arcata Community Forest, or the
don't want to step on anybody's toes. I'd like to help
road ride up the Hammond Trail to Trinidad.
out any way I can."
"We don't have that pro athlete scene that they
Akuna said his goal is to help out the riders with
have down south," said Sauber. "But we have access
little
riding experience this season, and bring them
to some of the most epic trails and country roads, so it
along as a group. He wants to teach the ins and outs
makes riding more enjoyable."
of bike racing and moving up the ranks by the end of
Senior David Garcia said you never know what
the season.
to expect of the rides. "Its getting people that are
"In cycling, everybody kind of helps everybody
interested and helping them (enjoy cycling)."
else. You look forward to the day you can help out the
Humboldt County presents challenges for the team
cycling community as a whole,” says Akuna.
outside of the obvious rainy weather. Muddy, sticky
No doubt the growing HSU cycling team will
trails and pothole-ridden roads are plentiful. But
appreciate
that kind of attitude.
another obstacle the team must work its way around is
the distance they travel to get to the races, said Garcia.
Luke Ramseth may be contacted
The team competes at many of the UC campus' and
at thejack@humboldt.edu

Sate

It started with six guys who rode mountain bikes.
To represent their school at races, they hand wrote
"Humboldt" across white undershirts.
The HSU cycling team made some changes since
its inaugural season in 2003. Gone are the goofy shirts,
official jerseys taking their place. The club now runs
for both semesters - collegiate mountain bike racing in
the fall and road racing in the spring.
But most notably, the club grew from the origina
six members to a record turnout of 38 riders last fall,
including a professional track cyclist.
President
Team

Mea

BIG

Humboldt Cycling Team poses for a group photo in the Redwood Bow! at the start of the 2008 Season. | Luke Ramseth
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SZECHUAN ~ MANDARIN~ DIMSUM

HSU Women’s rugby team not afraid to

| vegetarian MENU

get into the thick of it
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Lunch

Fine Chinese Cuisine on
the PIAZGA. ....c000ss0
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(next to the Jacoby Store House)
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Open Tuesday - Sunday
Closed on Mondays
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On the Arcata Plaza
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Plates

PLAZA
RESTAURANT

* COMPLETE AUTO REPAIR *
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*TIRES » SMOG - BRAKE - LAMP CERTIFICATION +
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OFF
0
.0
$5
Basic and Enhanced Smog
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EXPIRES 3/31/09

1903 Heindon Road, Arcata
Monday-Friday 8:00am-5:30pm
Call us anytime! 707.822.1975

Jersey 16-of the Women’s Intercollegate Rugby Club uses her team
to help her run through Cal’s defence. | Elizabeth Sorrell
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Your Humboldt tide
Op.

YOUR LOCAL HUMBOLDT COUNTY SKATE AND SURF SPECIALTY STORE LOCATED IN
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Venezuelan

singer/songwriter

Karina Gonzalez
Editor-In-Chief

Carlos Bertonatti’s smooth faint
rasp voice is enough to make any
woman gravitate to him. And his
chiseled cheeks, dark eyes and
light chocolate skin make looking
at him almost painful.
On Feb. 7, in the corner of
Mosgo’s Coffee Shop in Arcata,
dressed in a black sweatshirt and
blue jeans smelling of bonfire, the
multilayered singer exposed his
soul. Whether he is aware of it or
not, his looks are enough to shoot
him up to the top.
But there is more to this man
than what meets the eye. What’s
going to keep him around is
his lyrical talent and love for
music. When he sings his accent
disappears and so do your worries.
When he wales out it sounds like
he is crying. And when he lowers
his raspy voice chills run down
your back.
Bertonatti, grew up in Venezuela

‘and moved to Miami at the age
of 13. Although he didn’t pick
up the guitar until the age of 19.
Although he sings in English,
when he speaks you can detect
that Spanish is his first language.
He developed an infatuation with
American music after hearing the
song “Smells Like School Spirit”
by Nirvana. “I fell in love with
English music the first time I heard
that song,” said singer/song writer
Bertonatti.
At 26, Bertonatti released
“Times Are Good.” The themes

Carlos Bertonatti’s soulful voice filled Mos,

go’s with it’s passion in Saturday's concert| Torrey Hartman

of his music reflect relationship
breakups, attempted suicide and
the simple things that make life
important. Bertonatti describes his
music as “fun,” but his sound and

lyrics are opposites that attract.
His sound is simple and playful,
reminding one of Jack Johnson.
At his Mosgo’s show it was just
Bernonatti and his guitar. No fancy
chords or small intervals. All the
while, his words are firm, full of
impact and loss.
Although his performance at
Mosgo’s was warm and honest,

the use of more instruments,
resembling the sounds on his
record, will make future shows

flavorful.
In between songs Bertonatti
demonstrated how fast his finger
style could fly by preforming
flamenco tunes.The incorporation
of the flamenco sound can be
Bertonatti’s staying power in the
music industry, but if he continues
to consider Spanish music as
“wack,”it could limit his success.

Bertonatti said he doesn’t sing
very well in Spanish, but he should
let his fans be the judge of that.
By disregarding his roots he may
one day fit the mold of the shallow
industry.
Check out Carlos Bertonatti
for yourself on his myspace
page at www.myspace.com/
carlosbertonatti
Karina Gonzalez may be contacted at:
thejack@humboldt.edu
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Students run away

YROLLER SKATE THEMED

\? W

to join the circus

ORT NEEDEP FoR

i LLERDERBY
ART SHOW

Nathaniel Ochoa
Staff Writer

The familiar melodies of The Beatles’ Sgt. Peppers
Lonely Hearts Club Band seeps through the audience
as a man with glowing eyes takes the stage, laughing
and waving his arms about with wild abandon. He
stares at the audience for a moment or two, and then
offers a smile, bellowing, ‘““Welcome to the circus!”

The audience cheers and the music transforms into a
steady, rhythmic bass groove as he begins to juggle
glowing clubs. The show starts.
Eli March, a 21-year-old environmental science

iS
id
ul,

cy

major, admits he first found out about the Humboldt
Circus while innocently eating dinner at The J. During
a meal, the circus paraded into the building and
starting juggling in an effort to find new recruits for
their circus. March decided to join, volunteering to
ride the unicycle and juggle.
“That was three-and-a-half years ago and I have

QUESTIONSP

proud to be part of the performance.
“The circus has been a huge inspiration for me,”
said Sloth. “It’s an area where I can put my focus into
and feel unique.”
The performance also featured characters from
Alice in Wonderland performing dream-like
monologues. During the-middle of the show, the
audience was invited to take part in a “best blacklight costume” competition, where people from the
audience with the most creative outfits came onto
the stage, and the audience cheered for their favorite
costume.

box” studio theater, which sits next to the Van Duzer

Jeremiah Johnston, 23-year-old soil science major,
recalls that he first joined up for the circus because he
saw a guy juggling five balls at once in the quad. He
was so impressed that he signed up for the circus right
then and there. Juggling played a big part in his life
at HSU, so much so that he chose to go on academic
leave. “I need to reasses where my college career is
taking me.”
For Jeremiah Johnston, juggling is more than a
hobby, it’s a way of life. “It’s is a great creative outlet.

theater. All proceeds went to fund the Humboldt
Juggling Festival, an annual festival celebrating its
ninth year this March 19 to 22.
Art major Jesse “Sloth” Johnston, 20, said he was

Dottie Guido may be contacted at:
thejack@humboldt.edu

been hooked ever since,” said March. “There is no

turning back.”
The Juggling Society and the Humboldt Circus put
on the black-light circus performance at HSU’s “black
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Dave Spangenburg
Blacklight Circus brings drama and suspense to the Van Duzer during their Feb. 7 show|
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Animal Liberation

EXCELURA
AT

Northcoast Horticulture Supply

how to groove, and the crowd in

HAPPY HOUR
5pm-7pm
Mon-Sat
AT BLUE

LAKE

CASINO

@ 21 AND

OVER

e NO COVER

Every Thursday ° 8pm-lam

Ladies Night Karaoke
With DJ Leonard ¢ Special prizes for the ladies
Plus, Karaoke every Sunday with DJ Leonard * 8pm-lam

the Van Duzer theater was a crowd
that knew how to groove with
them.
Before the night was half-way
over, more than half the audience
was on its feet, in the aisles,
dancing and clapping along with
the funky grooves played on stage.
Zach Gill, the lead singer and
keyboardist of Animal Liberation
Orchestra, was as enthusiastic as
his audience. He said that he liked
the sound in the Van Duzer theater.
“Tonight,” he said, “we are

Friday, Feb. 13 © 9pm-lam
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ech aaTeM LOL
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50th Anniversary with all the classic hits
Saturday, Feb. 14 * 9pm-lam
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A country ho down, plus Valentine’s Day dinner
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might have been a let down. Yet,

Animal Liberation Orchestra didn’t

Sat., Feb., 14 © Valentine's Day Stand Up Comedy

Valentine's Day
eA
Sadie
DOORS OPEN AT 8PM

SHOW STARTS AT 9PM

BRUCE
BAUM &
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DUNLOP +

10 advance/*12 at Sapphire Palace Doors

Tickets:
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1-877-BLC-2WIN
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com ui TAA ilies com/wavelounge
any time
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Rancheria

all Van Duzians.” This was met by
applause and excited shouts from
the mostly standing crowd.
Andrew Harris, who
persuaded Animal Liberation
Orchestra to play on the HSU
stage said, “They really enjoyed
the theater. They really liked the
sound.”
For a band used to selling out
500 person venues, playing for just
under 200 people in the Van Duzer

Casine

Tribe

let that stop them from putting on
an upbeat, high-energy show. It
was Clear from the sounds and the
faces that everyone was having a
good time that night, especially the
band.
One 46-year old audience
member, Jim Zoellick said they are
really absorbed in what they were
playing. “They’re pretty energetic
for such a small group.”
Animal Liberation Orchestra
consists of four members.
Zoellick was there with his
wife, Rose Gale-Zoellick, sitting
in the sixth row, tapping his foot
and clapping to the beat. After the
intermission, Zoellick could be

found in the aisle, swinging and
swaying in a crowd of twentysomethings, and not looking the
least bit out of place.

In fact, the majority of the
audience was dancing around.
Keyboardist and singer Zach
Gill said into his microphone,
“You are welcome to get up and
dance. But don’t feel obligated.”
This remark was met by laughter,
and a great surge of motion as the
small percentage of the audience
still seated rose to their feet, and
danced their way into'the aisles to

the sounds of the band playing a
song titled, “Plastic Bubble.”

Animal Liberation Orchestra
hails from Santa Barbara,
Calif., where its four members,
keyboardist Zach Gill, guitarist
Dan Lebowitz, bassist Steve
Adams and drummer Dave
Brogan, met. The four of them
have been playing together as
Animal Liberation Orchestra ever
since.
They swept through
Humboldt County in the middle of
their “Tour d’Amour III,” which
was a benefit for the non-profit
organization Music in Schools
Today. San Francisco band Big
. Light provided an opening act,
and will continue to provide the
opening act for the remainder of
the tour.
The music of Animal
Liberation Orchestra is a unique
sound. It has a strong backbone
of funk, a touch of rock, a splash

of blues and a hint of psychedelic
influence. It’s singular defining
quality is its high energy, which
is what brings band and audience
alike into the positive, groovy
mood.
However you describe their
sound, there is no denying that it
makes people move. And there is
no getting around how talented
these four musicians are. In
addition to being experts of their
instruments, they all join in with
the vocals.
They are also very
spontaneous. After playing their

brand-new song “I Love Music,”

they played their semi-famous
song “Girl, | wanna lay you
down,” almost a cappella, with
the only instrument being Gills
accordion.
“This is the part of the song
where Steve Usually takes a Bass
Solo,” said guitarist Dan Lebowitz,
who removed his guitar and was
standing around a mic singing
with Brogan and Adams. Adams
obliged the crowd by taking his
bass solo - with his voice.
When they all came in for
the next chorus, their four voices
were joined by hundreds from
the crowd, and “Girl, I wanna lay
you down” resounded in the Van
Duzer, with the audience clapping
in time and the Animal Liberation
Orchestra singing their hearts out.
Adrian Emery can be contacted at
aemery@thejackonline.org
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The Animal Liberation
Orchestra is a band that knows
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Lyrics:
"Time is of the Essence"
Slow down
You've been living too fast
Move on
For you're living in the past
Time has
Got you trapped on its line
So rewind
From your insides
Time is the of the essence
they said again and again
And every time | heard

them | never knew just what
the meant

Essence is metaphysical yet —
time is so abstract
| hope that when | get there
somebody cuts me some
slack

a

107-444-9999

Adrian W. Emery
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painters come out to play

| 29°

do
Dottie Gui
Staff Writer
On the quiet streets of Old Town
Eureka, a buzz grows in the shops
lining the streets. Despite the chilly
weather, lights are a glow and cars fill
every parking spot available. On the
first Saturday evening of every month,
Old Town Eureka comes alive with
smiling faces, music and the smell of
good food - an energy incomparable
with anything else.
Arts Alive Eureka, with over 70

|

|

local merchants participating in a
three-hour-long art walk, is the perfect
juxtaposition of white-walled, pristine
galleries to the hand-made crafts of
local vendors, living proof that the
arts are indeed alive in Humboldt.
Those who visit the nooks and
crannies of Old Town taste wine,
talk with the gallery owners and

come together and intertwine a sense
of community with professional
artistry. It is important to see such
a diverse display of art, as an artist,
that although your works might
never be famous, they will always
be appreciated here in Humboldt
County.”
In addition to the array of art.on
display, live music fills. Walking
around one can witness local band
Sour Cream perform in an alley, or
several other street performers.
Anthropology major Katie
Hitzeman, 20, said its amazing to see

Eureka come alive like this. “I’ve had
a few opportunities to walk around
in Old Town Eureka before, but |
have never seen it this full of life,”

treasures.
After wandering into a gallery

she said. “There is a definite sense
of community. People are polite and
welcoming, and the art is amazing!”
Among the galleries sit museums,

containing student art, Rose Ellis,

theaters, and several other avenues to

a 19-year-old art student at HSU
said, “It is so inspiring to see a
sophisticated gathering of local artists

get your art fix in Humboldt County.
The Humboldt Arts Council offers
a plethora of events, workshops,

artists, and discover hole-in-the-wall

educational programs and exhibitions
to get involved in, allowing everyone
to feel free to explore their passion
and talents in the arts.
Nathaniel Grey, 19, a science
student at HSU, said, after walking

out of a local restaurant, “Attending
both Arts Alive in Arcata and Eureka
gave me a new perspective on things
that interest me. I’ve been able to
discover new possibilities for myself.
Don’t think that just because you like
science and math that you can’t love
art!”
Not wanting to get involved yet?
Simply attend the Arts Alive Eureka
event once a month, and take your
time perusing the available creative
energies.
Or try out Arts Alive Arcata, the
second Friday of each month. Grab
a cup of coffee, catch up with old
friends and make new ones along the
way.
Dottie Guido may be contacted at:
thejack@humboldt.edu

A couple looks on as a local band performs
during Arts Alive. | Elizabeth Sorrell
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Jambalaya

Humboldt

915 H St.
Arcata, CA 95521
707.822.4766

Brews

Alliance

Arcata,

CA

Rd.

95521

707.826.1195

Mazzotti’s

Arcata

773 8th St.
Arcata, CA 9552]
707.822.1900

856 10th St.
Arcata, CA 95521
AVR:
IL eek

The Playroom

Mosgo’s
246!

CALENDAR

Red

Fox

Tavern

Cafe

Mokka
495 J Street
Arcata,

CA 95521

707.822.2228

Muddy’s

Hot Cup

1109 Main St.
Fortuna, CA 95540

415 Sth St.
Eureka, CA 95501

Arcata,

707.725.5438

707.269.0282
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LJNPads@humboldt.edu
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PIANO LESSONS
BOOGIE PIANO ONE
DAY WORKSHOPS. Learn
blues, rock, improvisation.
For “beyond beginners”. Each
will have electric piano &
headphones. $75 includes
materials & follow-up lesson.
Call Colleen Haining
(707)444-2756. Individual
lessons also available

aaa
Student
Classifieds

SERVICES

WELLNESS
HSU AA MEETINGS now
meet in HGH Building Room
226. Call 442-0711 for more
info. Marijuana Anonymous
meets every Wednesday night
from 7-8pm in NHE 113.
618-9228.

CHECK YOUR EMAIL for
a free monthly subscription of
Student Health 101.It is
a magazine that offers relevant
articles encouraging students
to be aware of different
wellness and health issues.

for the month

NEED A LABORER
OR LANDSCAPER?

Strong,

skilled, reliable worker available
for construction, landscaping,
gardening, moving, hauling, and
any other general labor or odd
jobs. | have a truck, tools, local
references and flexible hours.
Call Mark at 707-668-4198

RIDESHARE
RIDESHARE OFFERED
I’m driving from fortuna to HSU
Monday through Thursday. I’m
looking for someone to carpool
with. No car? We can split the
fuel costs in mine.

(707) 834-1107
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Just senda
classified ad

.

(30 wordsor

os
dards

less, one ad per
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|

person) froma

humboldt

email

address
to:

humboldt.edu

The deadline is
always Friday

Lae ae

STANTON’S

TIN CAN MAILMAN
BUYS BOOKS, including
TEXTBOOKS for cash or
trade credit. Huge selection,
open daily. Corner of 10th &
H Arcata 822-1307

YOUTH DIRECTOR for
Mckinleyville Methodist
Church of the Joyful
Healer - we are looking for
a part-time leader to offer
an integrated program of
fellowship and service to middle

Be Mine ¥.

;"julia Selden will you be my
valentine when | get back
from Camping?
Love ae

RESTAURANT

CASH

FOR RENT -

school and high school youth,

‘LOWER RENT! YEAH!
6 BEDROOMS- just $1,800
Game room, washer, dryer, nice
solarium & fenced yard.
Call 822-8039
SIX BEDROOM HOUSE
RogersRentals.com

with positive, encouraging
energy. 10 hrs/week.
Call 839-5619 for more
information or send resume
to 1944 Central Avenue,
Mckinleyville 95519

ORGANIC GARDEN
AREA AVAILABLE near
Benbow for 2009 season.
(707) 736-6160

MOST INSURANCES ACCEPTED

Now WITH SATURDAY Hours,

REPREVEN

9A.M. TO NOON

20% st, RATIV

raed (mia

initial

exam

ana

unt for
fi
x- rays!

HSU STUDENTS WELCOME!
950 I Street, Arcata, CA 95521 | 822-0525

Dr. Bill Wennerholm, D.C.
1660 Central Avenue, Suite A

Shop Locally & Save On Thousands
Schoo | & Office SU lies

FAST!
EASY!
PERSONAL &
TAX REFUND
| CHECKS

OK!

All other types too!
No

BANK

LINES!

Orlandi Valuta Services

Open Monday-Friday
10-6 « Saturday 10-3

1102 5th Street
Eureka * 445.9022
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WORK INJURIES * AUTO ACCIDENTS
LOWER BACK PAIN * HEADACHES

McKinleyville (707)-839-4344
FROM

®&

WENNERHOLM CHIROPRACTIC
OF MCKINLEYVILLE

Now ACCEPTING NEW PATIENTS
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WANTED

10% Off Cash Price For Students
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Pacific Paper Co.
2825 F Street » Eureka
443-3158 * Fax: 443-0547

833 H Street * Arcata
$22-0527 ¢ Fax: 822-0546

SHOP ONLINE: pacificpaperco.com ¢ arcatastationers.com

Now IN TWO
4oweomie, $2
815 9th Street
822-7420
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